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Abstract
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Abstract

Agent-oriented conceptual modeling notations such as $i^*$ represents an interesting approach for modeling early phase requirements which includes organizational contexts, stakeholder intentions and rationale. On the other hand, Unified Modeling Language (UML) is suitable for later phases of requirements capture which usually focus on completeness, consistency, and automated verification of functional requirements for the new system. In this paper, we propose a methodology to facilitate and support the combined use of notation for modeling requirement engineering process in a synergistic fashion. For organizational modeling/early phase requirements capturing we use the $i^*$ modeling framework that describes the organizational relationships among various actors and their rationales. For late (functional) requirements specification, we rely on UML Activity Diagram.

1. Introduction

Understanding the organizational environment as well as the reasoning and rationale underlying requirements, design and process formulation decisions is crucial to model and build effective computing systems. Conceptual modeling notions employing knowledge representation techniques have been developed to support such an understanding [14]. Many modeling techniques tend to address “late phase” requirements while the vast majority of critical modeling is arguably taken in early phase requirements engineering. Agent-oriented Conceptual Modeling (AOCM) offers an interesting approach in modeling the early phase requirements. The $i^*$ modeling framework [14] is a semi-formal notation built on agent-oriented conceptual modeling.

The central concept in $i^*$ is that of the intentional actor agent. Intentional properties of an agent such as goals, beliefs, abilities and commitments are used in modeling requirements. The actor or agent construct is used to identify the intentional characteristics represented as dependencies involving goals to be achieved, tasks to be performed, resources to be furnished or softgoals (optimization objectives or preferences) to be satisfied. The $i^*$ framework also supports the modeling of rationale by representing key internal intentional characteristics of actors/agents.

A number of proposals have been made for combining $i^*$ modeling with late phase requirements analysis and the downstream stages of the software lifecycle. The TROPOS project [2] uses the $i^*$ notation to represent early and late phase requirements, architectures and detailed designs. However, the $i^*$ notation itself is not expressive enough to represent late phase requirements, architectures and designs. To address this problem, a custom designed formal language called FormalTropos [6] has been proposed. Proposals to integrate $i^*$ with formal agent programming languages and formal methods have also been reported in the literature [8] [12] [13]. This paper has similar objectives, but takes a somewhat different approach. We believe that the value of conceptual modeling in the $i^*$ framework lies in its use as a notation complementary to existing specification languages, i.e., the expressive power of $i^*$ complements that of existing notations. The use of $i^*$ in this fashion requires that we define methodologies that support the mapping of $i^*$ models with more traditional specifications. In the current instance, we examine how this might be done with Unified Modeling Language (UML) [1]. Our aim, then, is to support the modeling of organizational contexts, intentions and rationale in $i^*$, while traditional specifications of functionality and design proceeds in the UML Activity Diagram. More generally, this research suggests how diagrammatic notations for modeling early phase requirements, organization contexts and rationale can be used in a complementary manner with more traditional specification notations that lead towards system modeling. In this paper, we propose some guidelines to facilitate and support the combined use of notations for modeling requirement-engineering process in a synergistic fashion. For organizational modeling early phase requirements capturing we use the $i^*$ modeling framework that describes the organizational relationships among various actors and their rationales. For late (functional) requirements specification, we rely on a UML Activity Diagram. The heuristics described in this paper helps the system modeler to develop activity diagram based on $i^*$ models.

In Section 2 & 3, below, we present $i^*$ modeling framework and UML Activity Diagrams with an example. Section 4 presents benefits of mapping $i^*$ models into Activity Diagram. Section 5 discusses a methodology...
supporting the mapping of i* into UML Activity Diagram using effect annotations. Section 6 contains a discussion on reflecting changes in an i* model to an associated Activity Model. Finally, Section 7 presents some concluding remarks.

2. **The i* Modeling Framework**

The i* framework for agent-oriented conceptual modeling was designed primarily for early phase requirements engineering. The central concept in i* is that of the intentional actor (agent). Intentional properties of an agent such as goals, beliefs, abilities and commitments are used in modeling requirements. The i* framework consists of two main modeling components: the Strategic Dependency (SD) Model and the Strategic Rationale (SR) Model [14] [15].

The SD and SR models are graphical representations that describe the world in a manner closer to the users’ perceptions. The SD model consists of a set of nodes and links. Each node represents an “actor”, and each link between the two actors indicates that one actor depends on the other for something in order that the former may attain some goal. The depending actor is known as *dependee*, while the actor depended upon is known as the *depender*. The object around which the dependency relationship centres is called the *context*.

**Strategic Dependency Models: An Example:**

![Figure 1: A Strategic Dependency model for computer based training system](image)

The SD model provides an important level of abstraction for describing systems in relation to their environments, in terms of intentional relationships among them. This allows the modeler to understand and analyse new or existing organisational and system configurations even if the internal goals and beliefs of individual agents are not known.

An example concerning a computer based training system (CBT) for volunteers of emergency services will be used to illustrate the SD Model notation (see figure 1 for the model). The TrainingCoordinator agent depends on Volunteer agents to achieve its TrainingAttended goal. The TrainingCoordinator has two goal dependencies on the TrainingSystem, TrainingScheduled and OnlineTrainingConducted (i.e., the TrainingCoordinator agent relies on the TrainingSystem agent to schedule training sessions and to conduct online training). The TrainingSystem has a dependency on the TrainingCoordinator to provide TrainingContent, modeled as a resource dependency. The TrainingSystem has a dependency on Volunteers to achieve its TrainingAttended goal. The TrainingSystem has a dependency on Volunteers to provide Confirmation of their attendance, modeled as a resource dependency. Volunteers depend on the TrainingSystem to perform the ConductTraining task. Observe that we have chosen not to model this as a goal dependency since the TrainingSystem cannot autonomously decide how the corresponding goal might be achieved but must work with the *dependee* in a tightly coupled fashion to perform the task. Volunteers have a further dependency on the TrainingSystem to TrainingScheduleReminder and TrainingInformation, modeled as resource dependencies. Volunteers have a preference for the TrainingSystem to satisfy the softgoal TrainingModulesEasyToUse. The notion of a softgoal derives from the Non-Functional Requirements (NFR) framework [3] [4] and is commonly used to represent optimisation objectives, preferences or specifications of desirable (but not necessarily essential) states of affairs.

**The Strategic Rationale Models: An Example**

In the i* framework, the SR model provides a more detailed level of modeling by looking “inside” actors to model internal intentional relationships. Intentional elements (goals, tasks, resources, and softgoals) appear in the SR model not only as external dependencies, but also as internal elements linked by task decomposition and means-ends relationships (figure 2). The SR model in figure 2 thus elaborates on the relationships between the TrainingCoordinator, TrainingSystem and Volunteer as represented in the SD model of figure-1.

For example, the TrainingCoordinator has an internal task to OrganiseTraining. This task can be performed by sub-tasks ScheduleTraining and GenerateTrainingContent (these are related to the parent task via task decomposition links). The task OrganiseTraining is related to the LowEffort, Quick softgoals via a task decomposition link. The intention is not to suggest that the softgoal plays the role of a sub-task but to relate the softgoal to the highest-level task for which the softgoal may be viewed as an optimization objective. The softgoal thus serves to con-
strain design decisions on how the task might be decomposed. In this instance, the contribution is positive, i.e., organizing the training material contributes (positively) to achieving the broader goal of making the *TrainingMaterialEasyToUse*.

Activity diagrams are useful and important for modeling the dynamic aspects of a system for several reasons; it describes the internal actions of an operation graphically, helps to recognize activities whose accountability belongs to another place, illustrates activities that can occur in parallel, allows the detection of common functionality within a system and can construct executable systems through forward and reverse engineering.

Graphically an activity diagram is an anthology of vertices and arcs which generally contains activity states, action states, transitions and objects. Activity states are non-atomic as they can be interrupted and usually they may take some time to be accomplished. But action states are atomic, their work is non-interrupted. Action states can not be decomposed. Transitions depict the path initiated from one action or activity state and passed to next action or activity state as the action or activity of a state is completed. Transitions are represented as a simple directed line in the activity diagram [1].

### 3. Activity Diagram in UML

An activity diagram is an uncomplicated and perceptive illustration that depicts the actions, parallel activities and any possible alternative ways through the workflow. Activity diagrams defined in the Unified Modeling Language [11] are consequential from various methods to pictorially express sequence of activities or sub-activities and conditions taken within a process. Activity Diagrams explain the operational flow from an initiating point to the terminating point specifying many decision paths that exist in the development of processes contained in the activity. They are also used to explain states where parallel processing may occur in carrying out some activities.

The design of an activity diagram may demonstrate the organisational stage or the system stage. The most important exercise of using activity diagrams are in designing the operational progression that defines the sequences of operations and the realization of operation. In a system development process, design is important as the lack of good design of processes will lead to non-maintainable, non-reusable system having obscure functionality [9].

The *i* model into Activity Diagram

Constructing a system that adheres to organisational environment and meets end users need (such as determining the main goals of the intended system, relations and dependencies among stakeholders, alternatives in the early-stage requirements analysis etc.), requires developing clearly defined early stage functional requirements. The *i* modeling framework which is a semi-formal notation built on agent-oriented conceptual modeling is well suited for this purpose.

We need to focus on the functional and non-functional requirements of the system as we continue the development process. In this phase we can adopt the UML activity diagram to discover and reason about the functional requirements of the system. An activity diagram is a dynamic illustration, which demonstrates the movement and the event of objects in the particular state. It clearly supports parallel activities and their synchronization. Activity diagrams are functional for analysing actions and the states of a use case, illustrating complex sequential algorithm and designing applications with parallel processes [1] [9] [10]. They represent the operational workflow of a system by capturing actions performed and provide a broad representation of the overall flow. Some benefits of integrating these two notations are given below.

* We feel that the usefulness and effectiveness of *i* can be increased manifold by using it with UML activity diagram. Mapping rules provide a semantics to *i* framework. Our view is that the *i* modeling framework and UML activity diagram can function in a complementary and synergistic way.
* There is a need to map both SD and SR models into late phase requirements specification. Activity diagram can be
used effectively to realize the actions and states in the late phase which cannot be represented in the $i^*$ diagram.

For translating informal specifications provided in $i^*$ into Activity diagram, there is no need to add more details into the corresponding $i^*$ model. The mapping from $i^*$ models into Activity diagram does not result in any information loss.

Using Activity diagram, we are in a position to express properties that are not restricted to the current state of the system, but also to its past and future history.

5. Methodology Supporting the Integration of $i^*$ and UML Activity Diagram

We shall provide some guidelines for the mapping of $i^*$ model into UML activity diagram. Mapping will be done in two phases; phase-1 effect annotations, phase-2 mapping rules. These guidelines ensure the consistency of the generated activity diagram with the initial $i^*$ model.

Our proposed methodology uses the notion of cumulative effect annotation to determine whether the $i^*$ models and UML Activity Diagrams are consistent with each other. An effect is the result (outcome) of an activity being executed by some cause or agent. It indicates the achievement of a certain environmental state communicated through an event. In our work, every goal/task/resource dependency must have an effect annotation. A cause relationship exists between an activity and an effect. In other words, activity causes the effects to occur. An activity can cause many effects and an effect can be caused by a number of activities. For each selected dependency we have an object in the UML Activity Diagram with the same effect. This we consider as a weak notion of consistency. It clearly states the result of activity if the conceptual model were to be theoretically executed. We also annotate every task in the SR model that is related to a dependency with a cumulative effect annotation. We then use the Activity Diagram and annotate actions with effects. Our approach ensures that a dependency is achieved through the cumulative effect of the actions on the UML Activity Diagram. This we refer to as strong consistency. Using this notion of cumulative effect annotations an analyst can ensure that a UML Activity Diagram is consistent with respect to the $i^*$ model under this regime.

5.1 Consistency Evaluation

We introduce consistency rules to provide a mechanism for ensuring consistency between $i^*$ model and UML Activity Diagram. The rules are developed with consideration to [7].

**Rule 1**: Every actor in an $i^*$ model required as a participant in the Activity Diagram must be represented in the model. Required participants are identified via the associated dependencies among the actors.

**Rule 2**: Every ‘primitively workable’ task decomposed (or required by decomposition where a dependency exists) from the chosen routine within the $i^*$ model, must be represented as an action or activity under the control of the appropriate actor in the process model.

**Rule 3**: There must exist a coordinated transition in the Activity Diagram, whereby the operational objective (as encoded in the fulfillment conditions or effect annotations) of the routine is achieved, and the sequence of activities is consistent with the requirements specified in the routine. There must exist a coordination of activities in the activity diagram that satisfy the requirements of the routine further outlined below.

**Rule 3.1**: The fulfillment conditions of the operational goal at the root of the routine and all its sub-elements must be achieved through the accumulation of effects during forward traversal of the transition.

**Rule 3.2**: The fulfillment conditions of a task in the chosen routine must not be fulfilled prior to all tasks that decompose it, upon accumulation of effects during forward traversal of the transition.

**Rule 3.3**: The fulfillment of a task on the depender side of a dependency must not be realized before the fulfillment of the dependency, upon the accumulation of effects during forward traversal of the transition.

5.2 Phase 1: Effect Annotations

The concept of effect annotation denotes the potential outcomes of activities and fulfillment conditions that are required to meet dependencies by achieving certain results. An effect generally defines that a result or consequence of an activity has generated because of its being accomplished by an agent or some previous phenomenon. As an example, effects can be annotated to activity/task nodes or even complete sub-processes in graphical notations. In $i^*$, we annotate effects to tasks assigned to actors which indicate the realization of a certain conditions aimed in the direction of (i.e. and perhaps required for) some higher order goal. The effect annotations is intended to provide a notation free methodology rather than limited to a specific notation. An effect annotation is a testimonial to the outcome of an activity related to a state that alters construction of a given model.

An effect annotation includes: a label that generalizes the effect (e.g. ‘CustomerDetailsStored’); a designation specifying whether the effect is a normal (i.e. desired) outcome for an activity (e.g. ‘RegistrationValidated’), or an abnormal (i.e. undesired) outcome for the activity that may require the application of some mitigation strategy; an optional informal definition describing the effect in relation to the result achieved in its environment (e.g. ‘The details relating to the current customer have been stored within the system.’); an optional formal definition may be used to define achieved states in a chosen formalism. Fulfillment conditions are annotated to intentional actor elements and dependencies in an $i^*$ model (i.e. not including softgoals as these are used during assessment of alternatives and describe non-functional properties to be
A fulfillment condition [7] is a statement specifying the outcomes required to satisfy a given goal or dependency. Fulfillment conditions recognize the required effects on a business process model. For example, a fulfillment condition for a task dependency to ‘ConductTraining’, may be the ‘TrainingArranged’ effect (subsequently required by the task assigned to a dependee actor).

Intuitively, for a dependency to be fulfilled, explicit assignment of responsibility is made to a dependee actor who possesses an intentional element that can satisfy the dependency. Therefore, one guiding rule during the annotation of fulfillment conditions to an i* model is that all fulfillment conditions annotated to a dependency must be annotated to the intentional element the dependency is linked to on the dependee.

In this case we are only concerned with the fact that the dependee has the knowledge to achieve the dependency, not the ability (e.g. where another dependency may be required with another actor). We have introduced two steps to derive the effect annotations from the CBT i* diagram. Step 1, Annotate the i* model with effects and then derive the annotations of dependencies with fulfillment conditions. Step 2, define fulfillment conditions to the tasks that Realizes/Requires the fulfillment conditions.

**Step 1: Annotate model with effects and/or fulfillment condition**

The tasks assigned to the actors in the CBT model are initially annotated with effects. Table 1, illustrates the annotation in a tabular form.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Effect Annotation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>Let Training System Schedule Training</td>
<td>Training System Schedule Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>Generate Training Content</td>
<td>Training Material Generated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>Organize Training</td>
<td>Training Organized Confirmation obtained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>Obtain Confirmation</td>
<td>User Name &amp; Password created</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>Create &amp; Forward User Access Info</td>
<td>Training Imparted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>Maintain Schedule</td>
<td>Training Schedule Maintained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>Arrange Training</td>
<td>Training Arranged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol</td>
<td>Provide Confirmation</td>
<td>Confirmation Provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol</td>
<td>Participate in Training</td>
<td>Participated in Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol</td>
<td>Acquire Training Skills</td>
<td>Training Skills Acquired</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table-1: Annotation of tasks with effects.

The second segment of the model annotation involves annotating dependencies with fulfillment conditions that relate to required effects in the i* model. The following table depicts the dependency among the actors and their fulfillment condition to meet the dependencies in the Training System model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependency</th>
<th>Fulfillment Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training Content</td>
<td>TC: Training Content Generated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Schedule</td>
<td>TS: Scheduled Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation</td>
<td>Vol: Confirmation Provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Username &amp; Password</td>
<td>TS: Username &amp; Password Created</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Schedule Reminder</td>
<td>TS: Training Schedule Reminded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Training Conducted</td>
<td>TS: Training Conducted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Lesson</td>
<td>TS: Training Lesson provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Information</td>
<td>TS: Training Information Provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct Training</td>
<td>TS: Training Arranged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Attended</td>
<td>Vol: Acquired Training Skills</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table -2: Annotation of dependencies with fulfilment conditions

**Step 2: Propagate fulfilment conditions in i* models to task assigned to dependee and dependee actors**

The analysis of dependency proliferate effect annotations of dependencies into tasks that realize/require the fulfillment conditions. The task that realizes the dependency obtains the effect annotation as a required post and task requiring the dependency obtains the effect annotations as a required pre-condition. The following table illustrates the dependency with the fulfillment conditions and tasks that require/realize condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependency</th>
<th>Fulfillment Condition</th>
<th>Task – Realizes Fulfillment Condition</th>
<th>Task – Requires Fulfillment Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training Content</td>
<td>TC: Training Content Generated</td>
<td>TC: Generate Training Content</td>
<td>TS: Impart Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Scheduled</td>
<td>TS: Schedule Training</td>
<td>TS: Maintain Schedule</td>
<td>TC: Let Training System Schedule Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation</td>
<td>Vol: Confirmation Provided</td>
<td>Vol: Provide Confirmation</td>
<td>TS: Obtain Confirmation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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 volunteering as actors in the CBT system. When we map the i* model into UML activity diagram, these actors are represented in the swimlanes to show the responsibilities of each actor (for each actions) associated with the overall system.

Rule 2: Discover task/actions

In this step we need to identify the tasks involved in the system. SR model of the i* diagram shows the internal tasks and their rationales. For each actor, the SR model will be analysed to discover the tasks. In our methodology identification of tasks/actions and their effects has been analysed in the effect annotation part. We will take the tasks from table-1 for the mapping and then categorize them according to the actors.

We can discover the task of the CBT system by looking at its SR model. This model represents all internal tasks from table-1 for the mapping and then categorize them according to the actors. For example, to discover the actors in the CBT system, we can look at the SD model in figure 1. From the SD model we get three actors, Training Coordinator, Training System and Volunteer. When we map the i* model into UML activity diagram, these actors are represented in the swimlanes to show the responsibilities of each actor (for each actions) associated with the overall system.

Table-4: Propagation of Fulfilment conditions to respective tasks

5.3 Phase-2: Mapping Rules

Rule 1: Discover the actors and represent them in activity diagram

We should go through the i* model to discover the actors. This step can be completed by looking at either SD model or SR models. Once the actors are found they will be placed as the names of the swimlanes of the activity diagram. We prefer using swimlanes pattern of the activity diagram as they are used to organize responsibilities for the actions. They can often correspond to organisational units in a business process model. Each swimlane represents a high level responsibility for part of the overall activity of an activity diagram. Every activity will belong to exactly one swimlane, but transitions may cross lanes.

For example, to discover the actors in the CBT system, we can look at the SD model in figure 1. From the SD model we get three actors, Training Coordinator, Training System and Volunteer. When we map the i* model into UML activity diagram, these actors are represented in the swimlanes to show the responsibilities of each actor (for each actions) associated with the overall system.

Rule 2: Discover task/actions

In this step we need to identify the tasks involved in the system. SR model of the i* diagram shows the internal tasks and their rationales. For each actor, the SR model will be analysed to discover the tasks. In our methodology identification of tasks/actions and their effects has been analysed in the effect annotation part. We will take the tasks from table-1 for the mapping and then categorize them according to the actors.

We can discover the task of the CBT system by looking at its SR model. This model represents all internal tasks and their rationales. From table-1 we get the complete list of tasks with their effect annotations. Tasks in i* model will be regarded as actions in activity diagram. Thus Training Coordinator has Generate Training Content,
LetTrainingSystemScheduleTraining and OrganiseTraining actions. TrainingSystem has ObtainConfirmation, Create&ForwardUserAccessInfo, MaintainSchedule, ImpartTraining and ArrangeTraining actions, and Volunteer has ProvideConfirmation, ParticipateInTraining and AcquireTrainingSkills actions.

**Rule -3: Identify the Initiating Actor**

Among the discovered actors we need to find the initiating actor. This actor will be responsible for the initial action in the activity diagram. The initiating actor can be identified through their ability to satisfy the pre-condition with an action that realizes the required effect. The initial actor will be represented in the first swimlane of the activity diagram.

There are three actors in the CBT system. To find the initiating actor, we need to analyse the actions, their effect annotations, required pre-condition and fulfillment conditions. By going through these we can conclude that TrainingCoordinator is the initiating actor which has the ability to satisfy the pre-condition of conducting a computer based training by triggering the action LetTrainingSystemScheduleTraining. TrainingCoordinator actor will be placed in the first swimlane of the activity diagram.

**Rule -4: Sequence actions by analysing pre/post conditions derived during annotation**

The tasks required for the fulfilment of the trigger condition for the course of action will be chosen initially and placed as action within the initiating actor’s swimlane in UML activity diagram. After the fulfillment of the pre-condition, the post-condition must be satisfied through the interaction of multiple actors, and the execution of their assigned tasks. These tasks are mapped to activity diagram as actions and placed in the respective swimlanes that represents the controlling actors. The sequencing for actions is a guided task by identifying the required actions and dependencies in order to achieve the operational goal. For the CBT system we will start from the initiating actor that initiates the first action. The initiating action is LetTrainingSystemScheduleTraining, so it is placed in the TrainingCoordinator’s swimlane. After fulfillment of the pre-condition of this action, the post-conditions will be satisfied through the execution of one or more actions with the interaction of other actors. Thus, we get GenerateTrainingContent and MaintainSchedule actions and so on.

**Rule -5: Discover dependencies and represent them in activity diagram**

It is very straightforward to discover dependencies among actors from i* model. We can get the dependencies from SD or SR models. We shall then represent goal, task and resource dependencies as objects in the activity diagram. The actions will specify which objects perform its operation and their states. The actions within a swimlane can be handled by the same objects or multiple objects. Softgoal dependency in i* model is considered as a non-functional requirement of the system, which has a positive or negative contribution for achieving, accomplishing a goal, task, resource. For this reason, softgoal dependency will not represent an object.

Figure-3: UML Activity Diagram Derived Using the Methodology

We have a total of eleven dependencies in CBT system.
including one softgoal dependency TrainingContentEasyToUse. All these dependencies except the goal dependency will be represented as objects. For example the resource dependency TrainingContent will be the object for GenerateTrainingContent and ObtainConfirmation. The state of the object TrainingContent in this case will be [generated].

**Rule -6: Introduce required actions and object flow links between swimlanes**

The final step includes introducing required actions and objects flow links between actions. The actions will be linked according to their sequence and then flow links will be represented among them which will include the objects and their states. In this step we need to consider the decision points of the activities if there is any. Decision points reflect the previous activity state. On each outgoing transition from decision points, we should cover all possibilities.

In this step we represent all the actors and their respective actions with actions and object flow links. The activity ProvideConfirmation in Volunteer swimlane renders a decision point. It has two guards, [provided] and [not provided], which directs the action links accordingly.

### 7. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a consistent methodology to support the mapping of early phase requirement modeling notation i* into UML activity diagram. The methodology supports the mapping of these two otherwise disparate approaches in a synergistic fashion. We can now analyze the system’s behavior and explain the workflow from an initiating point to the terminating point which is otherwise not possible by only looking at the i* model and activity diagram separately. When proposing the mapping of two otherwise disparate approaches for requirements engineering, we need to maintain consistency between the two approaches. Effect annotations and mapping rules can be viewed as providing semantics to the i* diagrams while mapping into activity diagram of UML specifications, a language which already has one. We believe that these semantics are largely consistent with the somewhat implicit semantics for i*. The proposed set of mapping rules constrains the modeler to map the elements of the i* model to appropriate activity diagram and ensures that the two models are consistent.

We have not however investigated the possibility of articulating semantic consistency constraints between i* models and activity diagrams. We have not focused on the reflection of changes in one model into another. There are sixteen categories of changes that may occur to an i* model [8]. We need to localize these changes to maintain consistency. Further research is needed to relate non-functional requirements (NFRs) with functional requirements of the system [3] [4].
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